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Abstract: Automatic Land Usage Identification is one of the
most demanded research areas in Remote Sensing. One of the
primitive sources for Land Usage Identification is Aerial images.
Automatic Land Usage Identification is implemented by
exploring different feature extraction methods whereas, these
features are categorized into local and global content description
of image. Fusion of local and global features may be a potential
approach for land usage identification. Accordingly, the major
contribution of work presented here is fusion of global color
features extracted using TSBTC n-ary method (applied on entire
image) and local features extracted using Bernsen thresholding
method applied on 3*3 windows of image for land usage
identification. Consideration of more than one machine learning
classifiers as an ensemble has shown better results than that of
individual machine learning classifiers. In proposed work here,
Thepade’s Sorted n-ary Block Truncation Coding (TSBTC n-ary)
is explored in aerial image feature extraction with nine variations
from TSBTC 2-ary till TSBTC 10-ary. The performance appraise
of proposed Land Usage Identification technique is done using
UC Merced Dataset having 2100 images categorized into 21 land
usage types. In consideration performance measures like
Accuracy, F Measure and Matthews Correlation Coefficient
(MCC); the TSBTC 10-ary global features extraction method has
given better land usage identification as compare to Bernsen
thresholding local feature extraction method. The proposed
method enhances the identification of land usage through feature
level fusion of TSBTC 10-ary global features and Bernsen
thresholding local features. Along with nine individual machine
learning algorithms, ensembles of varied machine learning
algorithms are used for further performance improvement of the
proposed land usage identification technique.
Keywords: Aerial Image, Bernsen, Land Usage Identification,
Fusion, Machine Learning Algorithms, Thepade Sorted Block
Truncation Coding.

I.

The advancements in machine learning may help for
automatic detection of the types of land usage through such
aerial images. The paper uses appropriate machine learning
algorithms to understand the extracted features from aerial
images to uncover the usages of land in aerial images. Along
with individual machine learning algorithms, the ensembles
are also being explored to get better performance. The paper
is formatted in various sections here. Section I gives an
introduction, Section II contains a brief literature survey.
Section III contains model for proposed land usage
identification technique. Section IV comprises of results and
discussion obtained for the proposed technique and the
conclusion is given in Section V.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A great number of research papers propose the use of
deep convolutional neural network architecture model for
land usage identification compared to the models using
various machine learning algorithms. Deep learning feature
extraction requires a huge amount of computational power
also scarcity of labeled datasets makes them a bit unreliable
for usage. Hence umpteen efforts are taken to explore
combinations of machine learning algorithms to identify the
meaningful data from the extracted features of the individual
aerial images.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s era of satellites, Drones and Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV); the technology allows acquisition of aerial
imagery with details about what is there on the earth surface.
Knowing more meaningful information from these details
would be an interesting affair.
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In [6] authors have proposed content-based remote
sensing image retrieval using a fusion of color and texture
features. Fused features obtained from color and texture are
labeled using K-means clustering algorithm whereas to
compare the similarity Manhattan distance is used. This
work explored the wavelet transform for texture feature
extraction which may not provide the required utmost
potential performance for identifying land usage labels.
In [4] authors have proposed effective feature
extraction and representation-based fusion strategy for land
usage identification of provided aerial images. Local
features are extracted using Bag of Visual Model (BoVM)
and Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) and global feature
extraction using Multiscale Completed Local Binary
Patterns (MS-CLBP). Further Kernel Collaborative
Representation-based Classification (KCRC) is used on
extracted global and local features where the aerial images
are annotated as per minimum approximation residual after
the fusion step.
The method of Bag of Visuals Subgraphs (BoVSG) is
proposed in [5] where segmentation of the image is done
into superpixels containing only relevant information, such
type of superpixels collected from each image clustered as

Paper [14] proposes the framework named multi-feature
joint sparse coding (MFJSC) having a spatial relation
constraint classifier to superimpose spatial relation
constraint. Limited capability of describing low level
features is major drawback of [14] framework.
The main contribution of the work presented here is
feature fusion based land usage identification using aerial
images with help of global features extracted using
Thepade’s Sorted Block Truncation Coding (TSBTC n-ary)
and local feature extracted using Bernsen thresholding
method.
III.
PROPOSED AERIAL IMAGERY LAND
USAGE IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE WITH
FUSION OF GLOBAL TSBTC N-ARY FEATURES
AND LOCAL BERNSEN THRESHOLDING METHOD
The proposed land usage identification technique is
architectured into two phases: Training phase and Testing
Phase as shown in Fig 1. Training of individual and
ensemble of machine learning algorithms is performed on
the aerial images taken from the dataset using extraction of
features from each image using “Thepade Sorted n-ary
Block Truncation Coding” method as well as “Bernsen”
Thresholding logic. Moreover, feature fusion of “TSBTC n-

Fig.there
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features
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usage label. Superpixels belonging to the identical cluster together in proposed method.
should have the identical land usage label. This method
Further in Testing phase query aerial image is read whose
takes less computational resources compared to deep features are extracted using considered global (TSBTC nlearning methods. The authors in [13] proposed method ary) and local (Bernsen thresholding) feature extraction
generating four types of unsupervised features designed methods which in-turn provided to trained machine learning
from four different CNN layers considering implementation algorithms or trained ensemble for land usage identification.
of local binary pattern (LBP), gray-level co-occurrence The mathematical models of TSBTC n-ary and local feature
(GLCM), maximal response 8 (MR8), and scale-invariant extraction method using Bernsen thresholding are elaborated
feature transform (SIFT) feature descriptors using in subsections below.
collaborative affinity metric fusion to identify similarity in
images.
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A.
Thepade’s Sorted n-ary Block Truncation Coding
(TSBTC n-ary) [1] based Aerial Image Global Feature
Extraction
Let the aerial image be ‘AE’ of size ‘rxcx3’, with three color
planes as R, G and B. The feature vector of extracted using
TSBTC n-ary may be considered as [TR1, TR2,.., TRn,
TG1, TG2,.., TGn, TB1, TB2,.., TBn] . Here the TRi, TGi
and TBi are indication the i’th cluster centroids of individual
color planes computed using TSBTC n-ary.
The TSBTC 2-ary can be elaborated using equations 1 to
6. Let sortR, sortG and sortB be the sorted representation
single dimensional arrays of respective color planes R, G
and B of the aerial image.
𝑇𝑅 _1 = 2/𝑟𝑥𝑐 ∑_(𝑝 = 1)^(𝑟𝑥𝑐 /2) 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑅(𝑝)

(1)

𝑇𝑅 _2 = 2/𝑟𝑥𝑐 ∑_(𝑝 = 1 + 𝑟𝑥𝑐 /2)^𝑟𝑥𝑐 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑅(𝑝)

(2)

𝑇𝐺 _1 = 2/𝑟𝑥𝑐 ∑_(𝑝 = 1)^(𝑟𝑥𝑐 /2) 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐺(𝑝)

(3)

𝑇𝐺 _2 = 2/𝑟𝑥𝑐 ∑_(𝑝 = 1 + 𝑟𝑥𝑐 /2)^𝑟𝑥𝑐 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐺(𝑝)

(4)

𝑇𝐵 _1 = 2/𝑟𝑥𝑐 ∑_(𝑝 = 1)^(𝑟𝑥𝑐 /2) 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐵(𝑝)

(5)

𝑇𝐵 _2 = 2/𝑟𝑥𝑐 ∑_(𝑝
= 1 + 𝑟𝑥𝑐 /2)^𝑟𝑥𝑐 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐵(𝑝)

〖𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊 = (〖𝑊𝑅〗_ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
+ 〖𝑊𝑅〗_𝑙𝑜𝑤)/2
〖𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊 = (〖𝑊𝐺〗_ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
+ 〖𝑊𝐺〗_𝑙𝑜𝑤)/2
〖𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊 = (〖𝑊𝐵〗_ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
+ 〖𝑊𝐵〗_𝑙𝑜𝑤)/2
〖𝐶𝑅〗_𝑊 = (〖𝑊𝑅〗_ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 〖𝑊𝑅〗_𝑙𝑜𝑤)
〖𝐶𝐺〗_𝑊 = (〖𝑊𝐺〗_ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 〖𝑊𝐺〗_𝑙𝑜𝑤)
〖𝐶𝐵〗_𝑊 = (〖𝑊𝐵〗_ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 〖𝑊𝐵〗_𝑙𝑜𝑤)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Then for the pixel window centered at (x, y) the respective
color plane bitmaps BMR, BMG and BMB are generated as
per equations 13, 14 and 15.
These color plane bitmaps are used with the individual color
planes to generate the feature vector elements as shown in
equations 16 to 21.

(6)

Here in proposed aerial image land usage identification, in
all ten variations of TSBTC n-ary are experimented as
TSBTC-2ary, TSBTC-3ary, TSBTC-4ary, TSBTC-5ary,
TSBTC-6ary, TSBTC-7ary, TSBTC-8ary, TSBTC-9ary and
TSBTC-10ary.
B.
Bernsen Thresholding based Aerial Image Local
Feature Extraction [2, 3]
Here the Bernsen thresholding method is employed for
extraction of local features of the aerial images. The
Bernsen thresholding is implemented over the window size
of 3x3 for each color plane of the aerial image.
Let the ‘AE’ be the aerial image of size ‘rxcx3’, with
three color planes as R, G and B. The feature vector
extracted using Bernsen thresholding may be considered as
[BTR1, BTR2, BTG1, BTG2, BTB1, BTB2]. The values of
BTR1, BTR2, BTG1, BTG2, BTB1 and BTB2 are
computed as per equations 16 to 21.
For each local window ‘W’ of size 3x3 of the respective
color planes of aerial image ‘AE’ the local contrasts TR W,
TGW and TBW could be found as given in equations 7, 8 and
9. Let the 𝑊𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ and 𝑊𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑤 be the highest and lowest
intensity values of respective pixel window. Also let CRw,
CGw and CBw be the contrast values for respective color
planes for the pixel window ‘W’ as given in equations 10,
11 and 12.
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𝐵𝑀𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = {0, 〖 [𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝑅〗_𝑊
< 𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊
≥ 128)] 𝑜𝑟 〖[𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝑅〗_𝑊
> 𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)
≥ 𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊)] 1, 〖[𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝑅〗_𝑊
< 𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊
< 128)] 𝑜𝑟 〖 [𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝑅〗_𝑊
> 𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊) && (〖𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)
< 𝑇𝑅〗_𝑊)]
𝐵𝑀𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) = {0, 〖 [𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐺〗_𝑊
< 𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊
≥ 128)] 𝑜𝑟 〖[𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐺〗_𝑊
> 𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)
≥ 𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊)] 1, 〖[𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐺〗_𝑊
< 𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊
< 128)] 𝑜𝑟 〖 [𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐺〗_𝑊
> 𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊) && (〖𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)
< 𝑇𝐺〗_𝑊)]
𝐵𝑀𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) = {0, 〖 [𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐵〗_𝑊
< 𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊
≥ 128)] 𝑜𝑟 〖[𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐵〗_𝑊
> 𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦)
≥ 𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊)] 1, 〖[𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐵〗_𝑊
< 𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊) && 〖(𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊
< 128)] 𝑜𝑟 〖 [𝑖𝑓 〖(𝐶𝐵〗_𝑊
> 𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊) && (〖𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)
< 𝑇𝐵〗_𝑊)]
𝐵𝑇𝑅1 = 1/(∑_(𝑥 = 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦 = 1)^𝑐 [𝐵𝑀𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ) ∑_(𝑥
= 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 [𝐵𝑀𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) ]
𝐵𝑇𝑅2 = 1/(∑_(𝑥 = 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 [1 − 𝐵𝑀𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ) ∑_(𝑥
= 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 {[1 − 𝐵𝑀𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ∗ 𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) }
𝐵𝑇𝐺1 = 1/(∑_(𝑥 = 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦 = 1)^𝑐 [𝐵𝑀𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ) ∑_(𝑥
= 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 [𝐵𝑀𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) ]
𝐵𝑇𝐺2 = 1/(∑_(𝑥 = 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 [1 − 𝐵𝑀𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ) ∑_(𝑥
= 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 {[1 − 𝐵𝑀𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ∗ 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) }
𝐵𝑇𝐵1 = 1/(∑_(𝑥 = 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦 = 1)^𝑐 [𝐵𝑀𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ) ∑_(𝑥
= 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 [𝐵𝑀𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) ]
𝐵𝑇𝐵2 = 1/(∑_(𝑥 = 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 [1 − 𝐵𝑀𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ) ∑_(𝑥
= 1)^𝑟 ∑_(𝑦
= 1)^𝑐 {[1 − 𝐵𝑀𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) ] ∗ 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) }
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(n)
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(r)

(s)

(t)

(u)

(i)

(a). agricultural, (b). airplane, (c). baseball diamond, (d). beach, (e). buildings, (f). chaparral, (g). dense residential,
(h). forest, (i). freeway, (j). golf course, (k). harbor, (l). intersection, (m). medium residential, (n). mobile home park,
(o). overpass, (p). parking lot, (q). river, (r). runway, (s). sparse residential, (t). storage tanks, (u). tennis court. Fig. 2
sample image from UC Merced Land Usage Database [12]
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed land usage identification technique is
evaluated on UC merced land usage dataset. The 228
variations of proposed technique are explored with set of
nine machine learning algorithms and three ensemble
combinations, nine variations of using TSBTC n-ary global
feature level extraction method, Bernsen local feature level
extraction method and nine variations of feature level fusion
of global and local features. Fig. 2 is showing the sample
images (one from each of land usage categories) from UC
merced land usage image dataset [12] for 21 categories.
Performance based on percentage accuracy for proposed
land usage identification technique using different variations
of TSBTC n-ary global level feature extraction method is
given in Fig. 3 for examined machine learning algorithms
and ensembles. Here gradual increase in performance along
with increasing level of TSBTC n-ary for each individual
machine learning algorithm is observed. A fair bit increase
in percentage accuracy is observed initially from TSBTC 2ary to TSBTC 8-ary. From TSBTC 8-ary to TSBTC 10-ary
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minimal increment in percentage accuracy is observed,
whereas comprehensive best performance based on
percentage accuracy is given by TSBTC 10-ary and
ensemble of “IB1+Random Forest+ Simple Logistic”,
“IB1+Random Forest+ KStar” and “IB1+Random Forest+
Simple Logistic+ SMO+ KStar”.
The comparison of experimented nine machine learning
algorithms (Bayes Network, Simple Logistic, Binary SMO,
KStar, IB1, J48, Random Forest, Random Tree, REPTree)
and three ensembles of “IB1+Random Forest+ Simple
Logistic”, “IB1+Random Forest+ KStar” and “IB1+Random
Forest +Simple Logistic +SMO+ KStar” based on
percentage accuracy is given in Fig. 4 for respective TSBTC
n-ary global feature extraction method variations in
proposed land usage identification technique shows that the
ensembles of almost all variations of global feature level
extraction TSBTC n-ary method perform better than
individual machine learning algorithms. Best comprehensive
result is given by ensemble: “IB1+Random Forest+ Simple
Logistic+ SMO+ KStar” and next second best result given
by ensemble: “IB1+Random Forest+ Simple Logistic”.
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Fig. 3.Performance based on percentage accuracy of variations of TSBTC n-ary global features for respective
machine learning algorithm in proposed land usage identification technique.

Fig. 4.Performance based on percentage accuracy of examined machine learning algorithms and ensembles for
respective TSBTC n-ary global feature vector extraction method variations in proposed land usage identification
technique.
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Fig. 5.Performance based on percentage Accuracy of examined machine learning algorithms and ensembles for the
Bernsen thresholding based local feature extraction method in proposed land usage identification technique.

Fig. 6.Performance based on percentage Accuracy of examined ensembles of machine learning algorithms for
respective feature level fusion combinations of local features of Bernsen and global features of respective TSBTC nary in proposed land usage identification technique.
Fig. 5 comprises of performance based on percentage
Accuracy of examined individual machine learning
algorithms and ensembles for Bernsen thresholding based
local feature level vector extraction method in proposed land
usage identification technique. As per the results, ensembles
have the higher percentage accuracy of land usage
identification in contrast to individual machine learning
algorithms. Best comprehensive performance is observed in
the ensemble “IB1+Random Forest+ J48+KStar”
immediately second best result come from ensemble of
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machine learning algorithm “IB1+Random Forest+
J48+KStar+SimpleLogistic”.
Fig. 6 gives the performance comparison based on
percentage accuracy of the ensembles of machine learning
algorithms used in proposed feature fusion based land usage
identification method. Among the ensembles of machine
learning algorithms examined the ensemble “IB1+Random
Forest+ Simple Logistic +J48+KStar” have shown the
overall best result where second best result is given by
ensemble “Random Forest+ Kstar+IB1+J48”.
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Fig. 7.Performance based on percentage Accuracy for feature level fusion combinations of local features of Bernsen
and global features of respective TSBTC n-ary of examined ensembles of machine learning algorithms in proposed
land usage identification technique.

Fig. 8.Performance based on percentage Accuracy for variety of feature extraction methods examined as TSBTC 10ary, Bernsen and proposed feature level fusion combinations of Bernsen and TSBTC 10-ary for individual and
respective examined ensembles of machine learning algorithms in proposed land usage identification technique.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of percentage Accuracy for
feature level fusion of local features of Bernsen and global
features of respective TSBTC n-ary for ensembles of
considered machine learning algorithms in proposed land
usage identification technique. Here in all the considered
ensembles, percentage accuracy is getting gradual increase
with each upper level of TSBTC n-ary from TSBTC 2-ary
till TSBTC 8-ary. From TSBTC 8-ary to TSBTC 10-ary, the
marginal improvement is seen in considered ensembles
whereas fusion of TSBTC 10-ary and Bernsen have shown
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the impressive performance across all the considered
ensembles.
Fig. 8 represents the performance based on accuracy of
considered feature extraction methods mainly global
features with TSBTC 10-ary, local features with Bernsen
and feature level fusion of TSBTC 10-ary and Bernsen
applied for individual and ensemble of machine learning
algorithms in proposed technique for land usage
identification.
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As clearly inferred from the Fig. 8 the fusion of feature

extraction

Fig. 9.Performance based on percentage F Measure for variety of feature extraction methods examined as TSBTC nary, Bernsen and feature level fusion combinations of Bernsen and TSBTC n-ary for individual and respective
examined ensembles of machine learning algorithms in proposed land usage identification technique.
methods taking local and global features with “Bernsen +
TSBTC 10-ary” applied for all considered machine learning
algorithms have given the overall higher accuracy for land
usage identification. Here the global features considered
with TSBTC 10-ary have performed better than the local
features considered with Bernsen thresholding. Also, the
ensembles have the overall best percentage accuracy
performance than individual machine learning algorithms.
Fig. 9 represents performance based on percentage F
Measure for various feature extraction methods considered
as global features with TSBTC n-ary, local features with
Bernsen thresholding and fusion of TSBTC 10-ary and

Bernsen for particular considered individual machine
learning algorithms and their ensembles in proposed land
usage identification technique. Here for all the individual
and ensemble of considered machine learning algorithms,
the proposed fusion of TSBTC 10-ary and Bernsen have
shown the better performance indicated as highest F
Measure values. The global features undertaken with
TSBTC 10-ary has better performance than local features
considered with Bernsen feature extraction method. Overall
the ensemble has the best performance F Measure values
than the individual machine learning algorithms.

Fig. 10.Performance based on percentage Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for variety of feature extraction
methods examined as TSBTC n-ary, Bernsen and feature level fusion combinations of Bernsen and TSBTC n-ary
for individual and respective examined ensembles of machine learning algorithms in proposed
land usage identification technique.
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In Fig. 10 Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) based
performance is measured for various feature extraction
methods considered as global features with TSBTC 10-ary,
local features with Bernsen thresholding and fusion of
TSBTC 10-ary and Bernsen for particular considered
individual machine learning algorithms and their ensembles.
Here for all the individual and ensemble of considered
machine learning algorithms fusion of TSBTC 10-ary and
Bernsen have shown better performance indicated as higher
MCC values. The global features undertaken with TSBTC
10-ary has superior performance than local features
considered with Bernsen feature extraction method. Overall
the ensemble has impressively outperformed well than the
individual machine learning algorithm.
Overall the Land Usage Identification Accuracy, F
Measure and MCC have shown that the proposed feature
level fusion of global aerial image features extracted with
TSBTC n-ary and local aerial image features extracted using
Bernsen thresholding gives better performance for ensemble
of classifiers proving the worth of the proposed technique.
V.

CONCLUSION

The land usage identification in automated way using
machine learning algorithms is interesting research
dimension these days. The paper has attempted fusion of the
global aerial image features extracted using TSBTC n-ary
and local aerial image features extracted using Bernsen
thresholding method. For improved land usage
identification. The experimentation conducted on 2100
images of UC Merced Land Usage dataset of aerial images
shown that proposed method gives better classification
accuracy. Overall best performance is observed in fusion of
Thepade Sorted Block Truncation Coding 10-ary and
Bernsen thresholding features for ensemble of
“IB1+Random Forest +Simple Logistic +J48+KStar”. Also,
the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and F Measure
values shown similar trend of improvements in results with
proposed land usage identification method. Also paper
proposed use of ensemble of machine learning classification
over single classifier for land usage identification.
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